6th MEETING REPORT

KARINCA TEKNOLOJI

All Team Members Attended

Place: Computer Engineering Department, B Block, 3rd Floor, SUN Laboratory

Date/Time: 27.11.2006, 17:40 – 18:40

• Each member has reported his level of design. Class diagrams of each module were ready. But since we were busy with other lessons home works, project and midterms we were not able to finish the initial design report by the time being.

• We have decided to start to the implementation of the database and editor modules. After giving the first initial design report of our project, we will focus on the implantation for the DEMO.

WEEKLY REPORTS

Ali Caner PARMAKSIZ

• I have implemented the Class diagrams of the FTP and CVS Modules.

• I have learnt about the basics of CVS. The basic classes and the methods needed for our project is fixed.

• Since our GUI is not finalized for the initial design report, I have decided to write documentation of the GUI after getting together each member’s modules.

Okan KÖYLÜ

• I have drawed class diagram of database module.

• I have drawed sequence diagram of database module.

• I have started to implementation of database module.
Volkan AK

This week I tried to draw diagrams and shape my classes. I was responsible for the editor module. This is a huge module so designing such a big module was very painful. I have also discussed the connection of editor module with other modules with my team members. I also considered these discussions during the design.

Halil BALLı

This week, I began to derive the classes of the debugger and panel modules of our project. Since these modules are heavily connected with the other modules I have frequently talked with my group friends. After clarifying these undetermined points of these modules with the other modules, now I'm drawing the class, sequence and activity diagrams of these modules.